
Luminea Corner
BJ-LRIN23
A sensory space wherever you want

Luminea corner allows you to have a little multisensory space full
of therapeutic opportunities in a plug & play and very easy to use
corner.

If you don't have a multisensory room with SHX technology yet or a
big room with many elements and totally inmersive, you can start by
a little corner which will allow you anyway to create your little
interactive world and take advantage of the multiple benefits that
these rooms provide.

This versatile kit is designed for covering the maximum of therapeutic
possibilities, educative and leisure, including the lighting sensory
elements par excellence with regards to regulation of the senses: the
bubble tube and the fiber optics.

The lighting devices included in this kit belong to our range of sensory
lighting devices called Luminea, which means more control and
interaction possibilities for the user and more resources for the
intervention.

All the elements of this kit can be taken to a more complex room since
they are compatible with all our devices and controllers. It
is also compatible with the SHX System, the most immersive
technology for sensory environments.

                                                      

                                                         

This kit is easy to mount, just plug and play, and very versatile too,
full of therapeutic opportunities. It is interactive
and user-controlled, and scalable, since it allows you to add
elements to your room and is still compatible with all the other
devices and the SHX System. You can benefit from the book of
activities included with lots of therapeutic ideas for the intervention
in your room. 

The kit includes

Luminea Bubble Tube

https://bjliveat.com/7-multisensory-environments
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/377-luminea
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/bubble-tubes/782-luminea-bubble-tube.html


Luminea Fiber Optic 2m

Luminea Tablet (already pre-configured) 

Luminea App for Android (downloadable in several devices)

Square base for bubble tube and fibre optics

Access Point

Wall brackets

When you want to expand your room, you will be able to add as
many devices as you want and combine them with the other
elements of the room to make them work either individually or
in a coordinate way.

Take over!

This kit allows the user to take control of the light with the
controller he prefers, so that he does not only look and feel, but also
act and experiences the cause-effect in first person.

You can control the lighting devices of this kit from different
controllers which will boost the therapeutic possibilities in your room:

✓ Change the colors of the tube and the fiber optics with
the Luminea App.

✓ Use our 6 button control to change light at the touch of a button.

✓ Control the bubble tube rolling a giant die (Sensory Cube), or
stepping on a colored mat (Sensory Step).

✓ Become the leader of light by controlling the colors from a switch.

✓ Play the automatic mode and enjoy the dance of the colors.

Luminea's App

Download it and start using it! Luminea's App is easy to use and works
with all our lighting devices. It includes multiple games and
activities, and also allows you to create your own customized
activities. Besides, you can control light with a photo and upload
your own pictures and make them your personal controller.
(When you touch a red object in the photo, the devices will turn into
red).

https://bjliveat.com/bubble-tubes/782-luminea-bubble-tube.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/478-shx-tablet.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html
https://bjliveat.com/bases/383-square-base-for-bubble-tube-and-fibre-optics.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/796-button-6.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/830-sensory-cube.html
https://bjliveat.com/sensory-rooms/829-sensory-step.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/811-button-1.html
https://bjliveat.com/controllers/773-luminea-app.html


 

Accessories

Complement your room with other elements or accessories for
sensory environments and get little by little a multifaceted and more
immersive space.

Add to your room a funny ball pool that you can enlighten by pushing
one of the four buttons at the sides, or control from any of the
controllers mentioned above. You can also add accessories such
as mirrors for an intervention with image or make your space bigger; a
water bed; or other Luminea lighted devices such as the starry sky; a 
lighted lamp; a blue planet; a fiber optics fountain, or led lights on the
walls. Also, remember to add the ball kit for bubble tube with your
Luminea bubble tube.

You can also choose to have the SHX technology and make your room
limitless. All the elements of this kit will be useful later for an SHX
room.

Ideas of Activities with Luminea

The Luminea corner comes with a book with ideas of activities,
designed by expert therapists, to initiate an intervention. Download
now the demo of the book.

These activities suggest objectives to make the acquisition of
learnings easier by following the psychomotor development. The
ideas of this guide are useful with different users: typical 
development children; children at an early stage who need to
strengthen learnings; people with a disability or special needs,
people going through degenerative processes and the elderly,
since we activate preserved skills in order to slower deterioration.

Download now our Multisensory Catalogue in order to find out more
about these lighting devices and see examples of sensory
environments.

        

https://bjliveat.com/ball-pools/794-luminea-pool.html
https://bjliveat.com/47-mirrors
https://bjliveat.com/beds/388-water-bed.html
https://bjliveat.com/fibre-optics/788-luminea-sky.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/793-luminea-lamp.html
https://bjliveat.com/shx-system/792-luminea-planet.html
https://bjliveat.com/fibre-optics/785-luminea-fountain.html
https://bjliveat.com/lighting/791-luminea-led-line-ceiling.html
https://bjliveat.com/bubble-tubes/464-ball-kit-for-bubble-tube.html
https://bjliveat.com/42-shx-system
https://bjliveat.com/img/cms/ActivitiesLuminea-online-en-demo.pdf
https://bjliveat.com/img/cms/ActivitiesLuminea-online-en-demo.pdf
https://bjliveat.com/img/cms/Bjlive_multisensory_catalogue2019.pdf


Features

High brightness
Compatible with the SHX system
AUTO mode: colour changing (cycle) without any controller
Switch input  for AUTO mode & off
Switch input for sequential mode (cycle of 7 colours)
DMX 
Radio-frequency receiver is compatible with BJLive!
controllers
Double WiFi (both for configuration as well as for connecting
to the house/centre network)
Compatible with the Luminea App
Includes Luminea Tablet (already pre-configured)

Dimensions: 

Total height: 180cm
Width x depth: 110 x 110cm
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